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The Most Beautiful FlowersRedouté's Fabulous FlowersCourier Dover Publications
A milestone in the history of illustration, this book is a complete reprint of the famous ""Les Roses, "" created around 1817 by Redoute, the master French flower painter. 195 illustrations.
9 exquisite watercolor images, each repeated four times, appear in this beautiful sticker bouquet of 36 magnificent roses by one of botanical art's most celebrated practitioners.
Redouté's Fairest Flowers
Hawaiian Girl and Boy Paper Dolls
Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Coloring Book
Redoute, Pierre Joseph, 1759-1840
Pierre-Joseph Redouté
Presents watercolors of hundreds of species of flowers, and describes the characteristics and background of each plant
Pierre-Joseph Redouté (1759-1840) is the undisputed master of botanical art. His illustrations of flowers occupy the intersection of art and science, and they represent a unique fusion of botanical precision with artistic
elegance. This richly illustrated publication presents a wide selection of Redouté's books, drawings and watercolours. Several short essays by Dutch and French specialists deal with different aspects of his art. As court
artist to Queen Marie-Antoinette and Empress Joséphine, Redouté drew extraordinary flowers and plants from the Jardin des plantes and the gardens of Malmaison, which made him the darling of Parisian society. Napoleon
Bonaparte presented his books as gifts to the crowned heads of Europe, and his pictures illustrated the works of the most eminent scientists of his day. His most famous books, 'Les Liliacées' and 'Les Roses', are among
the milestones of botanical literature. Exhibition: Teylers Museum, Haarlem, the Netherlands (19.1.-5.5.2013).
Pierre-Joseph Redouté (1759–1840) ranks among the most highly regarded botanical illustrators in history. Known as the "Raphael of Flowers" for his meticulously accurate watercolors of roses, lilies, and other flowers,
Redouté dominated botanical art from 1790 to 1830. The official court artist for Louis XVI and art tutor to Marie Antoinette, he survived the Terror and received the patronage of Napoleon's wife, Empress Josephine. Today
the appreciation of Redouté's masterworks is no longer limited to aristocratic circles. Hailed by botanists for their scientific accuracy and by lovers of fine art for their peerless beauty, the artist's floral
illustrations appear in reproductions in millions of homes around the world. This original compilation presents 80 exquisite renderings of his finest works, with each image accompanied by a brief caption. In addition to
its value as a reference for artists, this lushly illustrated volume is a wonderful companion for nature lovers.
The Story of Pierre-Joseph Redouté
Lilies
The Beauties of Nature Coloring Book
The Roses
Mini Archive with DVD

The paintings of roses by the renowned 18th century botanical artist ; this reprint includes all illustration plates from the original 3 volumes of Les Roses first pub. 1817-1824 in Paris.
Exquisite collection by the most celebrated artist in the history of botanical art includes 184 meticulous reproductions of original watercolors: lilies, tulips, roses, cherries, crocus, and other plants.
Work on your coloring book skills alongside the masters of naturalist art with this amazing collection that features the works of famous illustrators and naturalists, with matching facing pages to color in. The Beauties of Nature Coloring Book contains outlines of flowers, birds,
butterflies, and other wildlife subjects, using illustrations from famed flower illustrator Pierre-Joseph Redouté's Selection of the Most Beautiful Flowers, birds from legendary naturalist, John James, Audubon's world famous Birds of America, and exquisite illustrations of fish and
butterflies sourced from Sir William Jardine's Naturalist's Library. Completing each picture will help improve artistic skills, and the collection makes a perfect gift for bird- and nature-lovers of all ages.
Pierre-Joseph Redoute
El Libro de Las Flores
Ready to Frame Vintage Redoute Fruit Prints: 30 Beautiful Illustrations to Transform Your Home
Roses 2
Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Colouring Book
UK Edition. Create your own frameable prints with the Les Roses: Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Colouring Book. There are 20 beautiful flower illustrations by Pierre-Joseph Redoute (1817-1824) for you to colour and enjoy. Features: 20 grayscale botanical prints, onesided printing to prevent bleed-through and a colour test page. This colouring book makes an excellent gift for lovers of vintage botanical images.
Pierre-Joseph Redoute (1759-1840) is the best known botanical artist of any era. Described as the "Rembrandt" and the "Raphael" of flowers by 19th-century writers, Redoute brought the tradition to its apogee. This text accompanies the first ever exhibition of his work in the
USA held in July 2002.
Celebrate "the Raphael of flowers," Pierre-Joseph Redouté. This elegant catalogue gathers all engravings from his masterful volumes Roses and Selection of the Most Beautiful Flowers, alongside the most astounding pieces from The Lilies. Astonishing with his admixture of
accuracy and beauty, Redouté transports the reader to the magnificent...
The Man who Painted Roses
Redoute Roses Notebook
Botanical Artist to the Court of France
The Most Beautiful Flowers
Plates and Text
Relax and color the calming illustrations within the Botanical Vintage Flowers: Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Coloring Book. Throughout there are beautiful flowers including lilies, aster, roses, and much more for you to enjoy. Each page has been printed one-sided in order to prevent
bleed-through. Details: 25 grayscale botanical flower coloring pages, Color test page - to test your colors. Suggestions: Assemble your favorite pens and pencils, create a quiet environment and explore your creative side with therapeutic coloring.
Meet "the Raphael of flowers," Pierre-Joseph Redouté. Adapted from our best-selling XL edition, this book gathers some of the finest engravings from his masterful volumes Roses, Lilies, and Selection of the Most Beautiful Blooms and Branches with the Finest Fruits. The dazzling images
transport us back to the magnificent greenhouses and gardens...
This gorgeous keepsake showcases the skillful artwork of two men who dedicated their lives to botanical illustration, the Belgian Pierre-Joseph RedoutÉ (1759-1840) and his English contemporary, James Sowerby (1757-1822). The beautiful rose plates featured within are original reproductions
of drawings which came to life in England’s Kew Gardens, the Gardens of Versailles, and at the ChÂteau de Malmaison, the residence of Napoleon’s first wife. Each plate is artfully reproduced from the extraordinarily images found in RedoutÉ’s Les Roses (1817-21) and Sowerby’s English
Botany (1780-1814). A comprehensive index at the back of the book uses the artists’ original language to describe the intricacies of the rose colors, their velvety textures, and their intoxicating scents. To bring this lovely book into the 21st century, the paperback format and low price make
this rare and significant volume accessible and affordable. A DVD is also included with images of the roses to be used by readers at their discretion.
Redoute Flowers Coloring Book
Les Roses
Wall Art Made Easy
Redoute's Roses, by Pierre-joseph Redoute
Redoute Rose Stickers
An elegant gift book which elaborates on the traditional meanings of flowers, The Language of Flowers is illustrated by history's most famous botanical artist. 25 full-color illustrations.
Relax, unwind and color the frameable coloring pages within the Vintage Roses: Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Coloring Book. There are 20 vintage botanical rose coloring pages to enjoy. Assemble your favorite pens
and pencils and tap into your creative side. Details: Color Test page - to test your colors, one-sided printing to prevent bleed-through, 20 rose-themed coloring pages including Corymb Rose, Gallic Rose, Sweetbriar Rose,
and many more.
2 dolls model 32 traditional costumes worn by a sticks dancer, tattooed chieftain, hula dancer, warrior, last ruling monarchs, and others.
The Language of Flowers
Roses
Pierre-Joseph Redoute Diary
Romantic Roses
The Floral Art of Pierre-Joseph Redouté

US Edition. Create your own frameable prints with the Les Roses: Pierre-Joseph Redoute Grayscale Adult Coloring Book. There are 20 beautiful flower illustrations by Pierre-Joseph Redoute (1817-1824) for
you to color and enjoy. Features: 20 grayscale botanical prints, one-sided printing to prevent bleed-through, and a color test page. This coloring book makes an excellent gift for lovers of vintage
botanical images.
Lovely blossoms by famed 18th-century artist, among them the pale pink Rosa centifolia bullata, the lush Rosa sulfurea, 14 other splendid varieties. Identification guide included. 16 stickers on 4 plates.
Wall Art Made Easy: Ready to Frame Vintage Redouté Fruit Prints features thirty beautiful fruit illustrations by Pierre-Joseph Redouté (1759-1840), the well renowned painter and botanist from the Southern
Netherlands. Within these pages you will find full color images of grapefruit, plums, cherries, figs, raspberries, quince, pomegranate and other fruits from Traité des arbres et arbustes que l'on cultive
en France en pleine terre 1801-1819. If you love vintage fruit illustrations by Redouté you're sure to find some that you'll love to want to display on your walls in all their glory. Each 7" x 10" image
is ideal for framing and can be easily removed from the book by cutting along the line shown on the page. Easily transform your home décor using Wall Art Made Easy: Ready to Frame Vintage Redouté Fruit
Prints, the far cheaper alternative to buying expensive prints!
Redouté's Fabulous Flowers
Redoute Flowers Stickers
Redoute Roses
Botanical Vintage Flowers
Fruits and Flowers
Thirty splendid illustrations of daffodils, daisies, peonies, violets, roses, and other flowers appear in this collection of finely detailed, ready-to-color floral illustrations. Painstakingly adapted from Redouté's magnificent originals.
A Catalog of the Gifts of Lessing J. Rosenwald to the Library of Congress, 1943 to 1975
16 Pressure-Sensitive Designs
Redoute Flowers and Fruits
Vintage Roses
The Complete Plates
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